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recipes detail how to customize for type of skin and color.Making your own mineral make-up
is simple and inexpensive, and these 79  Formulations for eye shadow, foundation, concealer,
blush, highlighter, and more can help you make mineral-based powders free of fragrances,
parabens, and poisons. You’s needs and reflect your personal values. Many dishes include
ingredients that help promote healthful pores and skin, and the in-depth component glossary
and at-a-glance substitution chart recognize properties such as oil-absorbing and healing,
while also highlighting vegan options, so that you can create cosmetics that satisfy your skin’ll
also figure out how to make simple and secure lip balms and glosses.
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? If you want cooking and crafting producing your own makeup could be a great new activity....
Excellent book Beautiful photographs and useful information in addition to the recipes. I
assume the title says it all, HOW TO MAKE PURE MINERAL MAKE UP. There are not any plant
based make up recipes. Or many 100 % natural ingredients. The author even recommends
purchasing lab created minerals and products to make her recipes (which she explains is
because they're more "genuine" than earthen material). Very easy to understand I feel very
confident having this by my aspect. She does clarifies how exactly to press powders, but says
all of her quality recipes are meant to be kept loose!? If you want to make bright shades of
eyeshadow, I wouldn't recommend this book.Not what I was looking for, but you might like it.!
If you want to make natural tones, well, all of the colors are earthy(which are lovely). For
someone seeking to make powders from nutrients like mica, iron oxides, etc, you might like
the book. Fast shipping,can't wait to start reading it! I wish to make plant based make up from
natural ingredients, or at least natural ingredients that aren't created in a lab. Great DIY book
Exceptional book for DIY makeup. A book I'm actually enjoying studying. I'm working on
formulating a powder with a foundation of arrowroot, rice powder, etc. and I'm hoping to find a
book which has quality recipes using clays, herbs, plants, spices, dried fruits, etc for coloring.
I've been experimenting a bit by myself, and would like several tried and true quality recipes
that I haven't currently found on the internet. Lots of dishes for eyeshadow! The publication is
plentiful in that subject, very organized, and nice photos , not for me. Well done! This saved
me hours and hours of research. Though my objective is to create a makeup line (for myself)
that is as natural as you possibly can, all the ingredients and details she's included in this book
supply the base I want. I'd recommend this to anyone interested in the art of fabricating
makeup. I don't know why I was beneath the impression that book was going to offer you
recipes for make up made from natural ingredients . I value the modern take on making make-
up and the natural concentrate of the quality recipes. I'm returning this publication because I
was looking for a a lot more natural option. Beautifully done! This book is great! All of the
recipes are for loose powder made from colored micas, iron oxides, ultramarines, titanium
dioxide, zinc oxide etc. Well researched. I already wear mineral make up and it is not worth it
for me to need to buy all of the minerals to create it and the time. If you're searching for a
publication to immediate you on creating make up with lab created minerals, this book could
be for you. I really like all of the picturesshowing the eyeshadow colors. Make your own A
great book. And what can I say, making makeup is a lot of fun! I discovered a whole lot about
making my own makeup Exactly what I expected ! I'm returning it. Great DIY makup book full
of great quality recipes with fun names Creating your own makeup is the ultimate method to
get the perfect color within an organic healthy method. This book covers from supplies, tools,
and color assistance. A fun area of the book are the great names of the colors-as with most
make up the names could be fun to "constitute" ---pun intended :)The recipes also offer
substitutions therefore can simply be made if you have a stash of the basics..
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